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Miss and Mister Campus Malaysia 2011/2012 

Miss and Mister Campus Malaysia pageant 2011/2012, ended successfully on 7th August 2011 at KL 

Live, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.   

The total audience reach up to 500, which marked a good start for the pioneer event in campus 

pageant in Malaysia. 

The prestigious event lasted for 5hours, with non-stop entertainment, featuring the pageant finalists 

and artistes from local and international scene. 

The event started at 7pm, with Mr Adrian Winson giving an opening speech, followed by lion dance 

to kick start the pageant. 

The celebrity host for the event is Dylan Liong.  

In the pageant, we have three special guest artistes, namely Chris Lay (Malaysia), Yean Ng(Malaysia) 

and Christel Chan (France) singing on stage.  

The pageant started with high fashion catwalk by the finalists of the pageant, followed by casual 

wear, swimsuit and evening gown wear.  

The highlight of the event is during the elimination round, where the top 10 finalists of the male and 

female category faced challenges and elimination to the top 5 level.  

The top 5 finalists of both the female and male category were given 30 seconds each to elaborate 

about one of the topics that are given to them randomly. 

The event ended with great success with the support from many sponsors and media. Many VIPs 

also attended the event and gave good comments to the first campus pageant organized by 

Adelicious Entertainment.  

They are namely:   

Camilia Lai(Mrs Malaysia International World 2010), Jenny Ng(Mrs Malaysia International 2010 1st 

runner up), Jacqueline Lee ( Mrs Malaysia International World 2010 2nd runner up) , Kayashino Zanz 

(Miss Teen Amazing Singapore 2010/2011), Chris Lay (Stardawn Music Productions’ artist) , Wilson 

Tan (Malaysia’s Top Model), Kee Hua Chee (Famous Journalist in Malaysia) , Vicky Tan(Stardawn 

Music Production Sdn Bhd), William Ng ( Mr Manhunt Malaysia winner 2010), Jeffrey Chung (Jeffrey 

Chung Models Pte Ltd), Peter Tan (Music Clinic Pte Ltd) , Juan (Manhunt Malaysia winner 2011), 



Shaun Salim (Manhunt Malaysia Organizer) , Kazaf Lee(HOE Pharmaceuticals Sdn Bhd) and many 

more.  

Conclusion 

This is the first campus pageant by Adelicious Entertainment.  

With not much experience in managing such a large scale pageant, we had given the first try and 

effort to give our local tertiary students the opportunity to perform on this big platform. 

 The main objective for organizing this concert is to showcase the talent of Malaysia’s tertiary 

students and spread the love worldwide.  

We would like to thank everybody, including the media and press for your kind support all the while! 

Without each and individual, Adelicious Entertainment may not have the opportunity to make this 

event a success.   

We sincerely hope that everybody can continue to give your support to the upcoming events by 

Adelicious Entertainment.  

Contact Us 

For any enquiries, please contact Adrian Winson at 012-064-0426 or adrianwinson@hotmail.com 

Thank you for your time and look forward to have collaboration with your management. 


